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On the 'Majdan Ill' open pit mine, supplying with brick clays the production plants of the 
industry of building material 'Potisje-Kanjiza' from Kanjiza, a modern ECS (excavator-conveyor
spreader) complex was built, integrating four bucket excavators, six conveyors and one spreader 
into a whole. This complex connects the mineral-exploitation unit with the final brick-products 
plant of the company. Monitoring and management of the ECS complex is catTied out by modern 
computer-supported information-management system (IMS) implementing most modern 
measuring-regulation, computer and GPS equipment. It was concluded that, for safety reasons, the 
functions of the !MS should be developed by a component of active visual monitoring of the ECS 
complex. For this purpose, the task of making a project on intelligent system for visual monitoring 
of the ECS complex was entrusted to the Department of Computer Application at the Faculty of 
Mining and Geology, University of Belgrade. This paper gives a review of basic project solutions. 
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Introduction 
Considered from technical, technological and organization 
aspects, the production complex of 'Potisje' is characterized 
by: completely mechanized production; standardized and 
modern technical-technological solutions; continuous 
production chain starting from clay exploitation to final 
products; partly automated and remote control production 
process of certain technical and technological segments; 
high productivity; modern way of organization, 
considerable application of computer-supported information 
technologies in business and production functions of the 
enterprise; modern computer-supported information
management system of the ECS complex (excavator
conveyor-spreader); experieQced, highly professional and 
creative personnel. 

For the purpose of upgrading the level of both 
competitive position and production quality according to 
the world's criteria and standards, making the business 
more efficient, operative, successful, and using the already 
available mineral and other resources most rational, the 
'Potisje' company has paid particular attention to additional 
building and improvement of information-management 
functions of the enterprise. It also develops and introduces 
application of modern integrated and computer-supported 
production-business information-management technologies. 
In accordance with the mentioned decisions, the 'Potisje' 
company built the information-management system (IMS) 
of the latest generation for the ECS complex at clay open 
pit mine of 'Majdan III', with the installed GPS satellite 
technics for positioning and navigation of mobile 
machinery and geodetic survey. 

When analysing subsystems, the monitOling-management 
system of the ECS complex of the 'Majdan Ill' open pit 
mine can boast, for the time being, of most sophisticated 
IMS hardware in 'Potisje'. It is completely built, not 
including the segment for video monitoring. 

The IMS of the ECS complex is characteristic for both 
original solutions, some of which-GPS, automated 
meteorologic station, SCADA solutions, hyblid computer
integrated communication, and, under our circumstances, 
extremely short period of building the system, starting from 
the very idea to its completion. 

Our past experience in exploitation of the system allow us 
making the objective-argument-supported estimations. The 
analyses show complete realization of the planned effects 
resulting from introduction of the IMS, two of which are 
mentioned hereinafter, for illustration. Monthly energy 
savings at the ECS complex amount to about 17 800 
EUROS, bench conveyors shifting time is reduced for 11 
hours per a cycle or 792 hours annually. 

IMS topology 
The integral IMS of 'Potisje' is outlined as a highly
integrated and hierarchically-distributive computer system 
for monitoring and management of production and business 
processes of the enterprise. A hierarchical structure of the 
system consists of five monitoring-management levels. 

The first level consists of measuring and regulation 
equipment, installed on machinery and equipment located 
in plants, on machinery of the ECS complex, on systems for 
electric energy and energy gas supply. The referent GPS 
(GPS-satellite Global Positioning System) receiver is 
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mounted on the Dispatch centre roof and connected, 
through computers, to the GPS receivers on the mining 
machinery. This system provides spatial positioning and 
navigation of four bucket excavators, two bench conveyors, 
one spreader at clay storage place and geodetic surveyings 
at the open pit mine. 

The second level incorporates process control computers 
(PLC-programmable logic controller) for primary 
acquisition of data being collected at the first level (from 
sensors, providers, measuring equipment, executive organs, 
potentially free contacts and similar, through standard 
signals 4-20 mA, O-lOV, 24 VDC). Process control 
computers are located at production-technological entities 
in production plants and at the ECS complex-at conveyor 
plant stations, four bucket excavators and a spreader. The 
cOlTesponding configurations of input/output modules and 
the master PLC of information-management system of the 
ECS complex are located in the Dispatch centre. 

The third level of each production-technological whole, 
in the Dispatch Centre at the open pit mine for the ECS 
complex and the plants for tile and block production, is 
equipped by PC computers with SCADA functions. 

At the fourth level, the Department for development and 
other specialized logistic services, are equipped by PC 
computers and adequate softwares for business and 
engineering-creative analyses, planning, expert estimations, 
conclusion making, data processing, interpretation, 
archiveing, etc. This level is supplied with production and 
business information from the third level and from other 
sources. 

The fifth level, representing the highest level in the 
information-management structure, consists of PC 
computers that are equipped by specialized softwares for 
creation and interpretation of executive resumes, analysis 
and making management decisions. For this level, 
information is selectively transmitted from the third and 
fourth levels of the IMS and other sources. According to 
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hierarchical priority, this level is provided with the access 
to information from all levels and all groups of protected 
data. 

Distribution of this system covers production and 
business functional whole at all hierarchic information
management levels of a real system. 

Integration of the IMS entities of the enterprise is 
provided by an unique computer communication 
environment (POTISJEnet, Figure 1), formed by 
conjunction of !BUS network of PLC computers and local 
network of PC computers. The computer network at the 
level of the 'Majdan Ill' open pit mine is physically 
completed by cable and radio links. The drive stations of 
stationary conveyor bands of the ECS complex are 
connected by cables. Connection between non-stationary 
machinery (drive stations of bench conveyors, excavators at 
the pit, spreader at storage place) is carried out through 
radio communication (Figure 2). Such links combination is 
adjusted to both the requirements and the conditions, 
enabling adequate communication between the TMS entities 
of the the ECS complex. 

A system is modular by design, meaning that it may be 
built, enlarged, built additionally, step by step, changed and 
innovated both from hardware and software aspects. 

The structure of integrated IMS of 'Potisje' is fOlmed of 
three basic hardware-software parts: 

• measuring-regulation, 
• communication and 
• computers. 

It was estimated, grounded on security reasons, that the 
IMS functions of the ECS complex should be sophisticated 
by the component of active visual monitoring of machinery 
and its direct environment. According to this, a Technical 
Project on video subsystem of the IMS at the 'Majdan' 
open pit mine was made. The task of designing was 
entrusted to the Department of Computer Application at the 
Faculty of Mining and Geology, University of Belgrade. 
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Figure 1. A block scheme of POTISJEnet computer network 
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Figure 2. Physical topology of the IMS of the ECD complex 

Basic solutions of the subject Project are discussed 
hereinafter. 

Video monitoring functions 

The purpose of video monitoring system for open pit mine, 
namely of the ECS complex, is to provide visual monitoring 
of machinery operation and its direct environment: 

• Drive stations, unloading stations and bench belt 
conveyors ET-I and ET-2 

• Drive stations, unloading stations and stationary belt 
conveyors ST-l, ST-2 and ST-3 

• A drive station and conveyor spreader 
• Spreader operating, namely monitoring clay deposition 

at storage place. 

The main functions of video system are as follows: 

• Macro-visual monitoring of work of the ECS complex 
from one place (Dispatch centre) at the open pit mine 
'Majdan Ill' enabling presentation, automatic detection 
of changes, alarm and record of detected events such 
as: 
-Filling of unloading stations 
-Fire/smoke on belts and drive stations 
-Degree of belts wearing out 
-Belts centreing, namely detection of side slipping of 
belts away from permitted limits 

-Presence of over-dimensional pieces on belts 
-Detection of materialleve1 mark at the storage place. 

• Visual monitoring of the ECS system, when out of 
operation, and its environment, with the aim to secure 
th~ facility from the doorman's booth at the open pit 
mme. 

Architecture of video monitoring system 

Video cameras 

In order to carry out the mentioned functions of video 

monitoring, and having in mind the characteristics of the 
facilities themselves and their distribution, a system is 
anticipated having the following functional wholes: 

• A system of cameras located at each of 7 facilities of 
the ECS complex anticipated for video monitoring (6 
conveyors and a spreader) 

• A communication subsystem for transfer of video and 
command management signals between cameras and 
the central monitoring-management part of the video 
monitoring system 

• The central monitoring-management part of video 
system in the Dispatch system and the monitoring place 
the PC-TV stations in the doonnan's booth at the open 
pit mine. 

Each of two bench and three stationary conveyors is 
equipped by two video cameras, while a spreader and a belt 
conveyor by one camera. 

According to spatial distribution of conveyors, and for the 
purpose of providing complete visibility within the 
corresponding zones of covering (Figure 3), a system of 
discrete fast-moving dome colour or monochromatic 
cameras mounted on 3-metre high poles over unloading 
places at conveyor driving stations, was selected. Thus 
placed cameras provide a field of vision within radius of 
360n and up to 250 (m) distance, thus enabling a quality 
video monitoring of conveyor drive stations, including 
places of unloading and monitoring both a discharging and 
a feeding belt to one half of their length. This can be done 
by setting cameras in previously programmed positions, a 
position for zooming the required details, along with 
automatic image quality maintenance. 

Remote control cameras should fulfill the following 
conditions: 

• High speed of camera rotating from 0.05 to 300 degrees 
per second, left-right and up and down, radius of 369 
n, 'Auto Flip' function enabling rotation of 180 n 
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Figure 3. Disposition of remote management of cameras for covering zones 

along with automatic re-position for continuous 
monitoring of the facilities moving below cameras 

o focal length from 4.1 (mm) to 73.8 (mm)/FIA auto 
focus 

" • optical zoom 18 times and electronic zoom 12 times, 
with high picture resolution 

• 114" CCD camera, high sensitivity up to 0.2 (lux) for 
colour and 0.01 (lux for monochromatic camera 
anticipated for night operation and poor observation 

• placed in separate, semi-round climatized housing (-
30°C up to +60°C), highly solid, resistant to external 
effects (to IP66) and attempted sabotage 

• Cables pass through the supporting wall thus protecting 
against sabotage and achieving effective design 

• Telemetric signals for management from controller 
come either from RS 485 serial communication 
(twisted pairs) or co-axial cable 

• Management with cameras should be easy and efficient 
by using a mobile stick at keyboard. This provides 
almost immediate selection of interesting part of space 
and optical magnification up to 18 times 

• The camera should be programmed to automatically 
occupy a particular position when receiving an alarm 
signal or automatically pass through the selected, 
previously programmed path 

• Commands for management of cameras, zoom, 
automatic or hand activation of programmable path and 
even the progrannning of alarm procedure itself and all 
the programmable parameters of camera, should be 
integrated into the management software of digital 
video recorder-multiplexers. 

Owing to the position of underloading places of bench 
and stationary conveyors, set in the deeper part of drive 
stations, under platforms where movable cameras are 
installed, a fixed monochromatic 113" CCD camera is 
anticipated, installed into housing aimed for external 
mounting, with a heater. 

These cameras provide video monitOling of material flow 
at unloading places. They are mounted on supports, 
fastened to the station construction in direction of receiving 
conveyor axis, at half a distance between the bucket edge 
and the receiving band. For this purpose a CCD 1/3" camera 
of high sensitivity, lens of 4 (mm) focal length is suggested. 
This camera provides a quality image even under conditions 
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of reduced visibility. As a 10 (m) distance from camera the 
field of vision size is 

• Horizontally 11 (m), and 
• Vertically 8.25 (m). 

For the purpose of visual control of clay stockpile loading 
level, one fixed colour CCD camera of high resolution and 
high sensitivity, anticipated for spreader, is installed in the 
housing, anticipated for external mounting, with a heater. It 
is set in the spreader's boom direction. 

When recording the stockpile of blue or yellow clay, the 
camera gives a picture of the present situation at the place 
of unloading and enables detection-based alarm on change 
in selected part of the image. The camera is high sensitive 
with 1/3" lens and 8 (mm) focal length. Thus,. the quality 
image is provided even under conditions of reduced 
visibility. 

At 25 (m) distance from camera, the field of vision size 
IS: 

• Horizontally 13 (m) 
• Vertically 10 (m). 

Centre of video monitoring 

The video monitoring centre is anticipated to be located in 
the Dispatch centre at the open pit mine. Being a 
supplement to the existing monitoring-management 
SCADA system and making with the same the functional 
whole for monitoring the work of the ECS complex and 
partly the open pit mine, the video monitoring centre is 
characteristic for the following functions: 

• Receipt and acquisition of image from all cameras 
• Remote command and management the work of all 

movable cameras 
• Archiveing the video material 
• Users interface 
• On-line presentation of the image from camera and 

presentation of recorded video material 
• Analysis of static image and reactions to the changes in 

image 
• Interface according to the existing local computer 

network in the Dispatch centre, namely PC computers 
inLAN. 

These functions of the video monitoring centre 
indispensably require usage of the following equipment: 
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• Digital hard disk, video recorder and a multiplexer. 
This computer device, based on the PC platform, and of 
special purpose, consists of 16 channel-multiplexer for 
image processing and commanding the CCD cameras, 
as well as a video recorder to make records in JPEG 
format at hard disk. There exists a programmable 
selection of quality and image size (in quality similar to 
VHS, S-VHS or S-VHS+image), frequency of number 
of images in seconds (30 images/second for each of 16 
cameras) thus determining the maximum length of 
recording (from 1 to 10 weeks) at particular hard disc. 
The size of internal hard disc ranges from 60 to 480 
(Gb) 

• Two monitors, one SVGA monitor for group 
presentation of all cameras and one analogous TV 
monitor for sequential presentation of individual 
cafneras 

• External backup device for permanent archiveing of 
recorded material 

• Additional specific-purpose keyboard with a command 
stick and RS 485 interface for cameras' management 

• Source of continuous supply, 1500 (V A), autonomous 
up to 60 (minutes) 

• Remote TV monitoring station in doorman booth of the 
open pit mine for security requirements when ECS is 
out of work 

• Local computer network-UTP category 5, to approach 
the video system from distant computers, primarily 
from PC work stations of the ECS SCADA system, 
namely connecting to POTISJEnet. 

Transfer of signals 

The Technical Project of video subsystem of the IMS of the 
'Majdan Ill' open pit mine, considers three variations of 
video and command signals transfer: 

• Wireless transfer of signals in GHz radius 
• Transfer of signals through optic cable 
• Transfer of signals through coaxial cables. 

Application of wireless signals transfer is suggested as 
the most favourable solution. Figure 4 shows a physical 
topology of the system for video monitoring of the ECS 
complex, equipped by wireless signals transfer. 

Conclusions 

The intelligent system for video monitoring was designed 
as a part of the integral computer-supported information
management system of the ECS complex at the 'Majdan 
Ill' open pit mine. A direct reason to consider 
implementation of video monitoring into the integral IMS 
of the mine is the recognition that the existing measuring 
system, composed of most modern sensors and donors, 
cannot fulfill all the requirements of making evidence and 
monitoring of events that may occur at the machinery of the 
ECS complex, due to the following three reasons: 

• The first refers to vast spatial disttibution of machinery 
of the ECS complex, making expensive and almost 
impossible the monitoring of all relevant points at 
machinery through by sensors and donors 

• The second refers to the nature and physics of certain 
processes and events (fire, inappropriate dimensions of 
ore pieces on a belt, block of discharge places, etc.) that 
may occur at the ECS complex. Video monitoring, the 
most convenient when registering and monitoring such 
events, has practically no altemative 

• The third reason refers to the safety of both the 
facilities and the environment of the ECS complex. 
This function of video monitoring has also no 
alternative. 

According to the calculation made in our projects, the 
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Figure 4. Physical topology of video monitoring system for the ECS complex with wireless signals transmission 
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costs of building the video monitoring system amount to 
US$ 90000. Estimation of video monitoring system 
profitability may be expressed in two ways: hypothetical 
and exact. 

A hypothetical approach is based on the logic of the 
questions 'How much will a failure of the machinery cost if 
happens?' and 'Whether prevention is better than cure?'. 
For example, in case of belt wearing along conveyor or fire 
at the drive station of the conveyor, the caused damage 
costs may exceed investment costs in video monitoring 
system. Thus, by preventing, namely eliminating the 
possibility of such events, the investment into video 
monitoring systems is certainly justified. 

The exact approach considers the effects of introducing 
the video monitoring system within total benefits that are 
realized through application of computer-integrated 
information-management technologies. The past experience 
from the work of the ECS complex show significant energy 
savings amounting to US$ 213 000. Annual savings per 
manpower amount to US$ 112 000, and the time of 
movement of non-stationary conveyors is reduced down for 
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792 hours per year, it is possible to expect even better 
effects when putting into operation a video monitoring 
system within integrated information-management system 
of the 'Majdan III' open pit mine. 
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